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Eliot's Lament
Midnight. At a stroke
December's magic falls away.
Sweet-smelling hay,
warm swaddling bands
and a choir of glittering angels
give way to bleak midwinter.
Thirty-one days of leanness,
marked out one by one.
New Year's calendar waits
empty, unused, on the wall
where Christmas stockings hung,
bright with hope and longing,
memory and desire.
January: harbinger of ice and snow.
No longer Christmas:
no more the bright Advent candles
illumine our way,
our festive days;
sprung from the Virgin's womb,
a hard and bitter winter,
one dark day at a time.
A birth and yet a death:
gold, frankincense and myrrh,
coming late to the party,
borne by tall, dark strangers,
sweeping us onward, unknowing,
toward Easter's passion
and the dark night of the soul.
Thrust headlong
into an uncertain future,
we stumble in the darkness,
pause on the threshold,
yearning, struggling onwards
for those first green shoots of spring.

Julia Duke
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After The Snow
After the snow
Edelweiss
Memories of mountains
Pine logged chalets
Expectant window boxes
Leaden loaded skies
Pine needled paths
Hush!
Hear the silence
Pines pressing the heavens
Careful of the cones
Fetching fungi
Pine logs piled patiently
The cold
The warmth
Pine feeding stoves
Mushroom Stroganoff
Austrian coffee
Pining
Memories
Edelweiss
Full English breakfast

Hugh Lake
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This is for all of us mad, chain gang veteran cyclists at the tea stop who declare that they prefer to die in the
saddle rather than in some care home or on a hospital ward, but especially for that promising triathlete who
was mown down on her early morning training round near St Olaves’ village hall on the quiet lane to
Somerleyton – a site now marked by a sea of flowers.

Unshackled
After your lungs caught up with the deficit of oxygen that the steep climb had drained from
you and the burning legs and lactic acid had subsided in an effort that emptied you harder
than your heart could ever thump and you always said the best way to die is on the
downhill where the wind flints through your hair and your tyres sing the every sting of the
craggy surface whilst your spokes flash the bluest sky and the sunlight strobes to tearing
and your heart that now lives in your mouth beneath the bubbles in your brain on a rush
that elevates you to near flight where you pick the apex of each blind corner and flit the
switchbacks with the surest faith and fastest pace you can possibly muster and you know
that this is the road that unshackles you to the freest high on mountain backs blessed with
the sheerest drops till youwere so far ahead and out of sight of those hazy freewheel mortals
and you always just said these words which is how I knewwhere to find youwhen I too had
read that letter on the hallway floor and knew your smile would still be waiting in this
unencumbered air for me to leave you these flowers.

Jacques Groen
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For a Ripple of Laughter

Middle Lane Thoughts
It was driving along on the inside lane
sounding more like a military plane.
It was long and shiny and very dark.
The driver in black was a mean-looking shark.
I thought no more of it as I sang along,
in the middle lane to a cheesy song.
Then I looked in my mirror; it was now quite near:
A sleek new hearse – it filled me with fear.
I tried to keep calm, but it got much closer.
I thought of death and things even grosser.
I mean, can you think of anything worse
than being undertaken by an empty hearse?

Simon Haines


